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Spotlight 2020:
Emerging Marketing
Trends
While many harnessed digital technologies to cope with
these disruptions, Covid accelerated the adoption of digital
by consumers as well as businesses and governments...

 

By G Shainesh 

The disruptions caused by Covid continue to a�ect every

aspect of our lives as we obsess over infection rates,

social distancing, masks, quarantine, lockdowns and

travel restrictions while we wait for the promise of relief

through vaccination. Covid has transformed the way we
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Spotlight 2020: Emerging Marketing Trends.

live,

work,

learn,

buy,

consume,

play,

pray,

entertain, travel and connect with others.  

While many harnessed digital technologies to cope with

these disruptions, Covid accelerated the adoption of

digital by consumers as well as businesses and

governments. We were forced to buy almost everything

online, work from home, cut down trips and visits to

shops, restaurants and theatres, attend digital classes

and consult with the family doctor virtually. After the

initial hiccups, rapid improvements in technology and

adaptions in the digital tools have enhanced their

acceptance and adoption. Digital has now infused into

almost every aspect of our life. Improved access,

convenience and declining costs also mean that the use

of digital has turned into a habit. Habits die hard.  
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Also Read: Top of the ad charts in 2020- Part 7 

Marketing, as with all other organizational functions,

has not been left untouched by this digital march. The

shift from physical to digital stores for retailing and

mass to online and social media for promotions

accelerated in 2020. Rapid advances in personalization,

targeted video content, virtual and augmented reality

(VR&AR), shareable interactive content, proliferation of

user generated content, shoppable posts and in�uencer

marketing have revolutionized digital marketing. As

consumers, across demographic and socio-

psychographic segments, stay trans�xed to digital

devices for their daily dose of information,

entertainment, communication, learning and shopping,

these trends will fortify in 2021.  

The broader trend will be de�ned by 3I’s namely

individualised, integrated and interactive, as listed.  

Individualised – The vast amount of data on purchase
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and usage being automatically collected by businesses

when combined with consumers’ digital footprints on

social media platforms and review sites will be leveraged

through intelligent automation tools to provide a very

customised buying and usage experience to millions of

customers. Traditionally, services like retailing,

healthcare, online education, �nancial services and

hospitality enjoyed an inherent advantage in

customising their o�erings due to the ability of the

frontline personnel to understand requirements and

tailor the service to suit individual needs. The

mainstreaming of arti�cial intelligence (AI) and

machine learning (ML) will now result in the

deployment of robots, with natural language processing

skills, to perform these tasks very e�ectively. Rapid

advances and a�ordable technology is now enabling

custom products through mass customization by

incorporating individual preferences into the design and

assembly of products ranging from toys to furniture.  
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Take a look back at 2020 with ETBrandEquity.com 

Integrated – Integration of customer facing roles of

marketing, sales and service with internal functions like

operations, �nance and human resources will continue

to be important to provide a seamless omnichannel

experience to customers. Rapid adoption of automation

and analytics will help streamline processes to integrate

internally while aligning businesses externally with

partners, suppliers and customers. The growing trend to

integrate experiences, expertise and feedback from the

vocal user community will magnify due to digital tools

that can rapidly tap data for automated decisioning.  

Interactive – Marketers will quickly substitute direct

and physical interactions with digital ones as they devise

new ways to connect, engage and bond with customers.

Experiential marketing, involving interactive and

immersive elements, will be a vital part of marketing
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strategy to engage with customers throughout their

journey with the brand from pre-purchase, purchase,

use and post purchase stages. These interactive

experiences, delivered digitally will create powerful

di�erentiators for the winning brands.  

These trends will have profound implications for

marketers as they compete to attract and retain savvy

customers worried about health, safety, well-being

along with social and environmental concerns.

Balancing pro�ts with people and the planet will be the

hallmark of purpose driven businesses in the new

decade. 

The author is a professor at IIM, Bangalore. Views expressed

are personal. 
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CMO Slambook: Manish Dubey on
consumers’ evolving buying and
consumption patterns
Consumers will face varying situations in their life and will expect brands to deliver
through all situations. Brands that can help consumers by quickly adapting to their
needs and by delivering at all times will be trusted and preferred," says Manish
Dubey, chief marketing o�cer, ICICI Prudential Life Insurance...
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As we move into the new year with new realities of 2020 sinking in, we asked top
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Twenty ways marketing will
change in 2021. De�nitely, maybe.
How will everything from edtech and #WFH to in�uencer marketing and D2C plays
look like in 2021? Joseph George hazards a guess in this Brand Equity piece...
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to an emotional connect with
consumers
In the special video series BE+, Chopra shared how redBus tackled the multiple blows
that 2020 threw at them...
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MX TakaTak announces creator
fund to inspire users
The short video platform has announced the launch of a new initiative to encourage
and support creators…
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Spotlight 2020: This time, it is for
real
The author delves into the need for, and caution against forecasting as we near the
end of 2020...
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CMO Slambook: OLX's Sunny
Kataria on the rising demand for
'pre-owned' in the post-Covid era
“The post-pandemic era will be a test of the true resilience of advertisers and their
ability to scale,” says Sunny Kataria, head of commercial verticals, OLX India, in this
round of Brand Equity's CMO Slambook...
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Three C's set to de�ne ad-tech in
2021
Marketers are planning for a tough economic climate in 2021 and now more than
ever, it is critical for marketers to make every impression count by controlling the
quality of media they buy or bid on...
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Youth centric marketing
campaigns: Driving businesses
today
Despite not being at their peak purchase power, the amounts spent by youth are
higher than the other age groups...
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